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Accordingly, other names for dedicated hosting service are dedicated server and managed
hosting server, but they are actually one type of internet hosting where you can lease the overall
server without sharing with other clients. It is claimed that this dedicated hosting server gives
more flexibility than shared hosting.
With this type of server, you will be able to have full control over the servers such as the options
of operating system, hardware, and more essential things. Moreover, the hosting company may
as well provide server administration as an add-on service.
There are some basic supports will be provided for your operating system or applications that
include the support for some commercial operating system such as Microsoft Windows Server
that is supplied through a particular program called Microsoft SPLA.

The Linux operating system is accompanied with Red Hat Enterprise which is made available to
hosting providers on monthly fee basis. This option makes use an app called yum. Other than
these two operating systems, there are also supports for those come from open source
community without cost at all. These OS include Fedora, CentOS, Debian, and more.
Additionally, other important aspects in the discussion of dedicated hosting service include the
bandwidth and connectivity. In details, bandwidth addresses to the data transfer rate transmitted
from one point to another is particular given time period. There are some methods used to
measure bandwidth such as 9th Method, Unmetered method, Total Transfer Method, and
Bandwidth Pooling.
More vital points can help your understanding about dedicated hosting service include server
management that provides a number of useful services, security to take care of obtrusive
invaders, hackers, spammers, and more serious problems like worms, Trojan, and crashers.
Software packages also come along together with the services and they are available based on
the kind of service you choose. Many software vendors realize that bundling their software with
dedicated hosting services gives them significant market opportunity. Still, there are some
limitations applied like the provision of IRC, ilegal content, and copyright violation.
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